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Symbols for Aristotelian elements
1F700 ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR QUINTESSENCE
1F701 △ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR AIR
1F702 △ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR FIRE
   → 2583 △ white up-pointing triangle
1F703 ◐ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR EARTH
   → 2641 ◐ earth
1F704 ◐ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR WATER
   → 25BD ◐ white down-pointing triangle

Symbols for important solvents
1F705 ◐ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR AQUAFORTIS
1F706 ◐ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR AQUA REGIA
1F707 ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR AQUA REGIA-2
   = balneum arenae (sand bath), lapis armenus (Armenian stone)
1F708 ◐ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR AQUA VITAE
   = spiritus vini
1F709 ◐ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR AQUA VITAE-2
1F70A ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VINEGAR
   = crucible; acid; distill; atrament; vitriol; red sulfur; borax; wine; alkali salt; mercurius vivus, quick silver
   → 2629 ☦ cross of jesus
1F70B ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VINEGAR-2
   = distilled vinegar
1F70C ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VINEGAR-3

Symbols for sulfur and mercury
1F70D ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SULFUR
   = brimstone
1F70E ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR PHILOSOPHERS SULFUR
1F70F ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR BLACK SULFUR
   = sulfur nigra, dye
1F710 ◗ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR MERCURY SUBLIMATE
   → 263F ☦ mercury
   → 1F75E ☦ alchemical symbol for sublimation
1F711 ◗ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR MERCURY SUBLIMATE-2
1F712 ◗ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR MERCURY SUBLIMATE-3
1F713 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR CINNABAR

Symbols for salt, vitriol, and nitre
1F714 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SALT
   → 25A1 ☞ white square
   → 2296 ☞ circled minus
1F715 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR NITRE
   → 29B6 ☦ circled vertical bar
1F716 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VITRIOL
1F717 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VITRIOL-2
1F718 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR ROCK SALT
   = sal gemmae
1F719 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR ROCK SALT-2

Symbols for gold and silver
1F71A ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR GOLD
   → 2609 ☞ sun
1F71B ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SILVER
   → 263D ☞ first quarter moon
   → 263E ☞ last quarter moon

Symbols for iron, iron ore and derivatives
1F71C ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR IRON ORE
   → 2642 ☞ male sign
1F71D ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR IRON ORE-2
1F71E ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR CROCUS OF IRON
   = crocus martis, red or yellow calcined powder of iron
1F71F ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR REGULUS OF IRON
   = regulus martis, scoria from refining stibnite/antimony with iron

Symbols for copper, copper ore and derivatives
1F720 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR COPPER ORE
   → 2640 ☦ female sign
1F721 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR IRON-COPPER ORE
   → 26A5 ☦ male and female sign
1F722 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SUBLIMATE OF COPPER
   → 1F739 ☦ alchemical symbol for sal-ammoniac
1F723 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR CROCUS OF COPPER
   = crocus veneris, aes ustum
1F724 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR CROCUS OF COPPER-2
1F725 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR COPPER ANTIMONIATE
   = crocus of copper, crocus veneris, lapis haematites
   → 2641 ☦ earth
1F726 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SALT OF COPPER ANTIMONIATE
   → 1F714 ☦ alchemical symbol for salt
1F727 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SUBLIMATE OF SALT OF COPPER
   → 1F739 ☦ alchemical symbol for sal-ammoniac
1F728 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VERDIGRIS
   = aes viride, copper subacetate
   = early astronomical symbol for earth
   → 2295 ☦ circled plus

Symbols for tin and lead ore
1F729 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR TIN ORE
   → 26A3 ☦ jupiter
1F72A ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR LEAD ORE
   → 2644 ☦ saturn

Symbols for antimony, antimony ore and derivatives
1F72B ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR ANTIMONY ORE
   = stibnite
   → 2641 ☦ earth
1F72C ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SUBLIMATE OF ANTIMONY
   → 1F739 ☦ alchemical symbol for sal-ammoniac
1F72D ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SALT OF ANTIMONY
   = cinnabar
   → 1F714 ☦ alchemical symbol for salt
1F72E ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SUBLIMATE OF SALT OF ANTIMONY
1F72F ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR VINEGAR OF ANTIMONY
1F730 ☦ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR REGULUS OF ANTIMONY
   = antimony metal
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1F773 ☞ ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR HALF OUNCE
   = uncia semis
   → 2125 ℥, ounce sign